Minutes for the Resources Committee Meeting
held on Monday 14th October 2019 at 6:30pm

Present:
Ellen Barrett
Penny Conway
Katie Delgado
Neil Donoghue

Co-opted Governor
LA Governor
Staff Governor
Co-opted Governor

Richard Fairbairn
Nickie Moore
James Purser

Co-opted Governor
and Committee Chair
Head Teacher
Co-opted Governor

In attendance:
Gemma Pearce
Alison Gatward

Clerk
School Business Managed (SBM)

1. Apologies for absence
Apologies received and accepted from: Gemma Manning – Co-opted Governor
No apologies received from: Christopher Muwanguzi – Parent Governor
2.

Declaration of Interests

Declaration of interest forms received from all Governors except ASC, GM, CM and PW. Clerk to
follow up with outstanding Governors. Updated Register of Interests to be sent to PC and uploaded
to school website
3. New Committee
a. Governors’ responsibilities:
i. Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction;
ii. Holding the head teacher to account for the educational performance of the school
and its pupils; and
iii. Overseeing the financial performance of the school and making sure funding and
resources are use effectively.
b. Review and recommend any amendments to the Terms of Reference for Resources
Committee.
PC has updated the Terms of Reference (ToR) with the new Committee Structure. The
main structure was agreed at the Full Governing Body meeting (FGB) on 30.9.19.
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Following discussion it was agreed to use the proposed ToR and review again at the first
FGB meeting of school year 2020/21.
c. Consider an alternative time for this Committee to meet. Given that governors are
entitled to take reasonable time off work for governor duties, would it suit members of
this Committee to meet first thing in the morning?
To be discussed at the next Resources Committee meeting
4. Minutes of Last Meetings (Site & Buildings / Finance / Personal) held on 24 June 2019 and
Matters Arising.
Minutes were received and approved at the FGB on 9/7/19
5. Actions Update.

Actions for completion by end of summer term 2019
S&B
2018/2019 - To refine lock-down drill,
113
including determining
appropriate signal to be
used

HT

This term

Complete and has
been implemented
successfully on one
occasion Qu: Were
any lessons learned?
All went smoothly and
safely. Children were
unaware and so it was
managed well. Very
discrete. Qu: Will
there be a drill?
Based on other
schools a drill will be
carried out every
other term

2018/2019 - To organise for the HT/SBM
114
planned replacement of
old lights in the summer
break

In hand

Complete

2018/2019 - Obtain quotes for
115
additional storage
cupboards in the old
Heron Classroom

HT/SBM

ASAP

Not needed now

2018/2019 - Obtain quotes for
116
upgrading ICT equipment

HT/SBM

ASAP

See later in agenda

Personnel
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2018/2019
075

Ensure use of exit
interviews or
questionnaires with staff
who leave and offer a
questionnaire instead of
face to face meeting and
the option to meet with a
governor.

2018/2019 - Recruitment of Clerk –
123
liaise with AG regarding
advert etc

HT/CoG

This term

Formal exit interviews
were not carried out
with leavers at the
end of Summer term
however all had an
informal chat. It is
good practice to offer
a questionnaire
and/or F2F meeting
although often
refused, this will be
implemented in
future. Qu: Did
anything come out of
the leavers chats?
Nothing that wasn’t
already known about.

PC & EB

This term

Complete

Actions carried forward from 2018/2019 (renumbered for 2019/2020)

Actions carried forward from S&B Committee
2019/2020 - Develop 5 year
ND/NM
020
Maintenance Plan and
update committee
2019/2020 - To plan and carryout a
NM
021
lock down drill
2019/2020 - To update the S&B
HT/SBM
022
Committee about the 5
year maintenance plan
2019/2020 - To review and update the HT/SBM
023
Premises Management
Policy
Actions carried forward from Finance Committee
2019/2020 - To consider quotes
Finance
024
received for:
Committee
/ HT
 ICT support
contract
 ICT equipment
 Refurbishing
Heron classroom
2019/2020 - Discuss budgeting for
Chair of
025
ongoing replacement of
Resources/
ICT equipment with
Finance

Autumn term

Complete

Autumn term

Complete - See above

Autumn term

See above

Autumn term

This agenda

Next finance
meeting

This agenda

Autumn term

This agenda
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School Finance Adviser
2019/2020 026

Governor/
HT/CoG
JP/RF

Governor visits to review
operation of the Internal
Financial Procedures
Actions carried forward from Personnel Committee
2019/2020 - PW agreed to visit to look EB
027
at Staff induction: EB to
contact PW to confirm he
is happy to do this visit.
2019/2020 - Add Governor visit to
EB/Clerk
028
monitor TA deployment
to agenda in Autumn
term
2019/2020 - Governor visit to monitor Clerk/
029
safeguarding to be added Personnel
to agenda
Chair

Autumn term

This agenda

Autumn term

This agenda

Autumn term

This agenda

Autumn term

Complete
(on C&S agenda)

2019/2020 030

HT/PC/EB

Spring Term

To do

Clerk/
Personnel
Chair
HT

Next
Personnel
meeting
Next
Personnel
meeting

This agenda

2018/2019 031
2019/2020 032

Arrange meeting of staff
and governors to review
the school’s vision and
values
Review of policy for
Managing allegations of
staff misconduct
To update
Whistleblowing (and CP
summary)

This agenda

6. Review of governor’s declared interests and compilation of Register of Interests for
2019/2020
See item 2 above
7. Review of BCR and funding statement
Governors had been provided with the latest BCR and funding statement and it was agreed
that these were as expected.
There was a request for some budget adjustments from SBM. In order to improve tracking it
was proposed that there should be a Pupil Premium (PP) line (see next item for full
discussion) but in order to include this money would need to be moved from reserves, as
that is where it has been held. This will allow easier to tracking and management of PP in
future years. The RC agreed that as long as this was reviewed by the school Finance Adviser
to ensure that money was not being allocated twice and this was not affecting the bottom
line this was acceptable. It was noted that a meeting with the School Finance Adviser is
scheduled for 12 November- PC and EB will attend as JP and RF are unavailable.
Post meeting update: the meeting with the Finance Adviser has been rescheduled for
1.30pm on Friday 15th November
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8. Plans for use of Pupil Premium (PP) funding and Sports funding 2019/2020
The school is required to present a plan to the GB for how they plan to use the PP and Sports
funding. The Sports plan has been started and will be finalised by Head and SBM and will be
sent to the GB for review at the next Resources Committee meeting. Discussions have been
on-going between the Head and SBM relating to how best to account for the PP spending. It
was suggested that it could be useful to account for PP spending within the main budget (as
opposed to on a separate spreadsheet which is current practice at Little Paxton as it is in
many schools). QU: What would be the benefit of doing this? It could make it easier to
track the spending more accurately. QU: Why don’t we do this at the moment? Much of PP
funding is used to provide additional TA and one-to-one support for disadvantaged pupils in
order to accelerate progress and close the gap in attainment. The salaries of these staff are
already accounted for within the main budget. It is possible to separate the portion of salary
that is for general class TA time from that for PP support by creating separate lines within
the budget but this is quite time consuming and difficult to do. It does not result in any
additional funds. QU: Can’t funds be used from the unallocated reserves? Yes, this is
possible, but we need these reserves to continue to be able to run additional classes in
excess of the number actually required for the number on roll (and the amount we are
funded for). Further work will be done to investigate the possibilities, including discussing
the options with the Finance Adviser, and this will then be formalised to a plan to present to
GB. These plans will then be reviewed and once approved up-loaded to the school website.
The school is also required to publish a review of the previous plans and their
implementation. This will be carried out by the Head and SBM for 2018/19.

9. ICT quotes for service agreement
The SBM has now received 3 quotes for ICT services. These are from ICT (current provider) £14.5k, PTS - £8614 and DWM-ICT - £3420. The SBM presented the 3 quotes and the
background to the companies to the committee.
QU: What is the current arrangement? Currently the school receives support from the
Cambridgeshire ICT Service. This was extended for 6 months at the end of September as
quotes were still being gathered for other providers. When this was renewed it was
arranged for a fortnightly visit for on-site support from an IT technician (reduced from
weekly as she wasn’t always busy for all her time on-site). There is also access to a
Helpdesk, which is currently not used much. There is also the possibility to buy top-up
support at an hourly rate if required (bought as a block to be used as required). QU: What
does the technician do when in school? She offer log-in support, manages contact lists (as
school do not have editing rights), allocates laptops to staff. She can assist staff to sort out
any problems they may have using the technology. She also carried out an IT audit although
the final report did not contain all the information required by the SBM who has had to
supplement this with her own research to ensure that the schools hardware needs are met.
QU: With GDPR, is the school liable for any errors on ICT lists since they have no access to
edit them? No as long as the ICT support have been fully notified of staff changes.
The SBM proposed switching to PTS as she felt that after discussions they provided the most
cost-effective service that meets the needs of the school. If agreed then the SBM would like
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to start the handover as soon as possible to ensure a smooth transition at the end of the
current 6 month agreement with ICT. QU: Will PTS get access from ICT? Yes there is a
handover process and the SBM proposed to initiate the new contact to overlap with the final
month of the agreement with ICT to further ease the handover and ensure ICT were obliged
to support the new provider in the transition period. QU: where would the server be? Most
likely to be cloud based. There could also be a hard one. SBM has asked the current ICT
provider for a quote for a new server as they have said the current server may be coming to
the end of its useful life. QU: How old is server? SBM to ask ICT. Qu: Many places are now
cloud based so do we need a new server? SBM can manage discussion on the server with
ICT given the plan to change provider. Given that cloud technology is now well established
the committee were comfortable that a cloud based server is fit for purpose. QU: How long
is the commitment to PTS? 12 month commitment.
The committee were happy to accept the SBM proposal to switch ICT support to PTS and the
SBM will implement this. Governors agreed that the impact should be kept under review
during the 12 months of the new contract with PTS.
10. SBM to propose rent increases for governors’ approval
The SBM presented proposed rent increases for organisations renting parts of the school.
Many of these had not been reviewed for several years and so have been re-evaluated
based on current value.
The areas of the school used by pre-school were discussed. It was noted that they have
started to overspill to the corridor outside their office for some 1-1 work as they felt this was
the only place to do it. Pre-school have risk-assessed this however it is not ideal for the
school. The HT felt that it was not appropriate for safety reasons for pre-school children to
be in common areas of the main school. The SBM is currently in discussion with pre-school
to review their SLA as it was last reviewed in 2011. In doing so she will discuss the use of
communal spaces and look for other contained areas of the school which might be available
to be leased to pre-school for 1-1 work such as the Swifts room or Studio Hall.
Qu: The rent increase for Swifts is high, can we justify this? The current rate was offered as
a very favorable rate when they were starting up in the school, in order to build wrap
around care in school. They are not currently charged for the full time they are in the room
(not charged for 30 minute set up and clear down) and they no longer have to clear all their
resources from the room every day. The new price is still very cheap. It is understood that
Swifts now runs close to capacity. SBM will propose new rates to Swifts, and is also
reviewing the contract with Swifts which has also not been amended since they began.
There will now be a yearly review of rent.
RF and SBM declared an interest in Kingfisher church. The proposed rent rises for Kingfisher
church were discussed and agreed to be in-line with other increases.
Qu: Were Utilities considered when proposing prices? Not at this time, given that the rates
have not changed for several years the first step was to bring them in line with current
market value. Utilities can be looked at for any future rate rises to ensure utilities costs are
being covered.
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The Committee were all in agreement with proposed rises – SBM will take to those affected.
11. Staff update
a. Update on progress with SENCo recruitment including review of resources required to
address SEN
There was 1 applicant who was not a qualified teacher and so not eligible to be a SENCo.
QU: Why was the response so poor? It is very hard to recruit so close to the start of a
school year, most staff look for new positions towards the end of a school year.
The Head put forward a proposal from the Central Leadership Team (CLT) to cover the
SENCo position on a temporary basis until the position can be re-advertised at a better
time of year. The proposal is for the Deputy Head Teacher (DHT), Rebekah Jenkins (RJ), to
take the Spring Term out of the classroom as a non-teaching DHT in order to cover SEN.
She would be able to offer more support to the HT and focus on securing quality first
teaching in all classrooms across the school. Governors noted that, although RJ has no
training or qualifications as a SENCo, she is an excellent classroom practitioner and has
many years of teaching experience including meeting the needs of children with SEN
within the classroom. Governors agreed that this arrangement could work provided that
RJ had adequate support to be able to fulfil the role effectively. Mainstream schools must
designate a qualified teacher to the role of SENCO and governors agreed that RJ is a very
suitable choice for the role of ‘acting SENCo’ while the SENCo post is re-advertised. RJ
knows many of the children and has taught many of the older children in the school that
she could provide excellent support to the older classes, which is where many of the
challenges currently are. QU: Who will do the paperwork connected with the SEN role?
Beth Embrey, the current SENCo, is being mentored by a SENCo from another local
school; the cost of this is already factored into the budget. This arrangement would
continue in order to support RJ in the Spring Term. Before BE leaves, any outstanding
ECHPs will be completed for children requiring them. In discussions with the HT, RJ has
indicated that she would consider moving to a non-teaching deputy head role.
QU: Who will be in the classroom whilst RJ is out? The preferred option would be for
Maria Button (MB) – HLTA who currently supports the class and already provides cover for
PPA and DHT release time – to act as the class teacher for the term. She has been with
the class for over a year and knows them all well. She often has responsibility for the class
whilst RJ is out of the classroom carrying out Deputy Head responsibilities. She could be
paid as an unqualified teacher for a term. RJ would still have regular contact with the
class throughout the term and would support and mentor MB. MB would also be
supported by a full-time TA who would be recruited. QU: Has this option been costed? As
MB would be paid as an unqualified teacher, even with the addition of an extra TA this
would save £2500 for the term which could be used to pay for SENCo services. A supply
teacher for the term would be significantly more expensive. QU: Is this a class with any
particular issues? No, there are no major challenges in the class. RJ would still keep a
close eye on them and MB has a good relationship with the children. QU: The plans made
last academic year to ease the KS1 to KS2 transition were based on the continued
relationship with the same class teacher and you are now proposing to take her out the
classroom, is this a concern? Knowing the group of children well, the HT felt that they had
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coped well with the transition and are settling well in KS2 and she would not be
concerned.
QU: What are the plans long term? The HT needs more support from the DHT and this is
an opportunity to trial the transition to a non-teaching DHT role now that the school has
grown significantly and will help clarify whether this structure of CLT would provide the
necessary support and leadership long-term. If this works out well it would be a useful
basis on which to look at the finances of a non-teaching DHT on a permanent basis.
The Governing Body agreed that there had to be a creative solution found to a staffing
situation which could not have been predicted and agreed to the HT’s proposal for
covering the SENCo role during the spring term by RJ. The HT will discuss the proposal
with the staff concerned and, if there is agreement, the changes will be communicated to
parents to carefully explain the situation and the benefits of the new arrangement to the
children.
b. Any other staff updates
A TA has resigned. Replacements are being interviewed this week, this will also be an
opportunity to identify possible candidates to support the above rearrangement in Y3.
Interviews are also being carried out for mid-day supervisors.
12. Premises - Head’s update and forecast of work
The roof has been fixed after lead was stolen. The cost was claimed on insurance. The
replacement is not lead. There were no other updates.
13. Health & Safety
A Health & Safety meeting is due to be arranged for users of the school. This will be
organised and an update provided at the next Resources Committee meeting.

14. Governor Visits to School:
a. Staff induction
This visit is for Governors to discuss with new starters if their induction had followed the
agreed policy and if they were happy with induction process. ND and KD volunteered to
carry out the visit. They will be given questions to ask and show staff the induction policy
and check it was met. The will meet 1-1 with a cross-section of new starters.
b. TA deployment
EB and RF to carry out in Spring Term. They will discuss with teaching staff how new
deployment of TAs is working.
c. Internal financial procedures
JP and RF to carry out with office staff.
15. Review of policies and related documents
a. Whistleblowing – Qu: Could the whistleblowing and safeguarding policies be
combined? No the safeguarding policy covers all aspects of safeguarding which
includes whistle-blowing from a child protection perspective whereas the
whistleblowing policy is a broader policy covers whistleblowing across any area (for
example fraud) and so best to keep separate. The policy was agreed. It was also
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b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.
l.

agreed that it is useful to continue to have a brief summary document about
whistleblowing specifically for child protection concerns.
Premises management policy - SBM has guidance document and has found a model
policy. SBM to review and update for next meeting
Performance management policy - EPM policy – LP version needs footer dates
removed. In order to ensure 3 people are able to attend pay committee meetings it
was suggested that the pay committee could be made of 3 people from Chair of
Governors, Governor with interest in Personnel, Governor with interest in Finance or
Resources Committee Chair. This was agreed. Qu: are appraisals in hand for end
October? Yes they are. The pay committee need to meet to review annual pay
increases – HT has evidence ready to present. Meeting set for 1st November – 8 am
in school.
Governors allowances - agreed
Statement of procedures for dealing with allegations of abuse against staff - EPM
model policy - agreed
Financial responsibilities - needs to be updated to accommodate having a SBM –
SBM to update and bring to next resources meeting.
Scheme for Financing Schools - County policy – agreed
School Financial Regulations - County policy – agreed
Lettings policy – add Meeting room and Studio Hall to list of rooms that can be let.
SBM to update then approved
Charging &Remissions Policy – approved. DfE advice is that PP funding should not
be used for supporting attendance of school trips unless it can be shown that this
impacts positively on pupils’ achievements. The governors and school believe that
childen who would be excluded from residential and other educational visits
because of financial concerns will be significantly disadvantaged in their learning
compared to the majority of children who can attend such trips. Therefore, it was
agreed that school would still support such pupils to attend visits. It was also agreed
that all parents would be asked to make a contribution towards the cost of any trip,
particularly the board and lodging aspect of a residential trip.
Trade union membership and recognition - EPM policy - agreed
Risk Assessment and Policy regarding PAT dog - agreed

It was noted that the school needs a CCTV policy – SBM to draft and send round to RC for approval.
16. AOB
A parent has asked if there is a lunch policy - that is a policy about items they may and may not be
included in a child’s packed lunch brought from home? There is not a formal policy and it would be
very difficult to check children’s lunchboxes and remove any disallowed items. The school website
states that the school is signed up to the Health Promoting Schools Initiative and parents are
provided with guidance on healthy options for break time snacks and lunch. All meals provided by
the school’s catering provider (Edwards and Blake) comply with nutritional guidelines.
As the Site Manager is currently on Sick Leave and Neil Donoghue continues to offer a lot of support
to the school given his background knowledge of the school and its buildings, a parent asked if the
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school has all of his knowledge ‘on record’ should both he and the Site Manager be unavailable. ND
stated that the location of all of the electricity meters and switches are in the fire plan and also in
the risk assessment. Plans for the new build part of the school should be in the Site Managers office
– AG to identify these. It was noted that there are no definitive plans for the original school building
as it has been altered and extended several times over many years. QU: If the Site Manager remains
on sick leave what are the options? Temporary caretaking services are available but are expensive.
The GB took the opportunity to thank ND for his support of the HT in locking up every day and
supporting the school. They also noted and thanked the school staff who have carried out cleaning
on top of their normal roles. They noted that if the absence becomes long term then more critical
issues start to arise such as missing routine fire alarm and fire door testing. The SBM will continue to
monitor the situation and look at additional support as necessary. She will also work with ND to get
as much information recorded as possible on the school site and facilities.
In recognition of ND’s on-going support of the school site and his important job as back up keyholder it was proposed that he be recognised as the Governor with a Special interest in the School
Premises. This was strongly supported by all governors present and the GB are very grateful for the
on-going work he does.
17. Date of next meeting – currently 27 January 2020 – 6pm
Meeting closed at 8.38pm

Actions carried forward from previous meetings

2019/2020 - 026

Governor visits to review operation of the JP/RF
Internal Financial Procedures

Autumn term

2019/2020 - 030

Arrange meeting of staff and governors to HT/PC/EB
review the school’s vision and values

Spring term

Actions arising from this meeting

2019/2020 049
2019/2020 050
2019/2020 051
2019/2020 052
2019/2020 053

PP and Sports funding proposals and review of
previous plans
Implement ICT provider switch

HT/SBM

Update school rents and send to those affected

SBM

Arrange H&S meeting for all school users

SBM

Governor visit to monitor TA deployment

EB and RF

SBM

For next RC
meeting
Before end of
current contract
ASAP
Before next RC
meeting
Autumn term
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2019/2020 054
2019/2020 055
2019/2020 056
2019/2020 057

Governor visit to review staff induction process

ND and KD

Autumn term

Update and save all policies agreed in this
meeting
Draft CCTV policy

Clerk and SBM

ASAP

SBM

ASAP

Record knowledge from ND on school sites and
facilities

SBM/ND

ASAP
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